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Q u e r y a n d A n a l y s i s

 Once you have a functioning GIS containing your
geographic information, you can begin to ask simple
questions such as
How far is it between a contaminant source

and a potentially exposed individual?
Where is land zoned for industrial use?

 And analytical questions such as
Where are all the residences that could be

exposed to this facility’s air emissions?
What is the dominant soil type for oak forest?
If I build a new highway here, how will traffic

be affected?
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 1. Query and reasoning
No changes occur in the database
No new data are produced

 2. Descriptive summaries
Attempt to capture the essence of a dataset
Commonly used in statistical analysis

 3. Optimization techniques
Determine ideal locations based on well-defined 

criteria (rule-based)
 4. Transformations
Dataset changes, new dataset obtained
Based on simple geometric, arithmetic, or logical rules

 5. Measurements
Simple properties of objects: length, area,shape
Relationship between two objects: distance, direction

Q u e r y a n d A n a l y s i s
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1. Query and reasoning
 Query attribute from spatial information (identify, select map)
 Query spatial information by attribute (Find, select table)
 SQL: Standard Query Language for RDBMS
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 Powerful relationship between data table and 
vector-based graphics—unique to GIS

Records from a feature attribute table are selected 
by using query criteria

Query will automatically highlight the 
corresponding graphic features

GIS queries
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Data Query

 Map tips and hyperlinks
 Identify Tool
 Find
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Map hyperlinks
 Objects on map can be 

“hyperlinked” to other 
applications
Document
URL
Multiple links 

per feature

Data Query
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Links images, documents, Web pages, etc. to 
features on a map
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Hyperlinks
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Map tips

 Pointer location displays specific attribute
 Provide an additional way to find information 

about map features
 Pop up as you hover the mouse pointer over a 

feature
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Querying GIS data

Attribute query
Select features using attribute data (e.g. using SQL)
Results can be mapped or presented in conventional 

database form
Can be used to produce maps of subsets of the data 

or choropleth maps
 Spatial query
Clicking on features on the map to find out their 

attribute values
Used in combination these are a powerful way of 

exploring spatial patterns in your data
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Data Query

 Select tool
 Select by attribute
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Data Query (Table or Attribute  Query)

 GIS can answer questions about the attribute data...
How many countries will have a population of 

more than 30 million in the year 2000?
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Select by location :(spatial query)

 GIS can answer questions 
about the location of entities

Cities

Result

Countries

Which cities are in this 
country? 16
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Data Query
 Spatial Query
Using Center
Within other 

features
Contain other 

features
Within a distance 

of other features
Shared features

Shared features 

Using center Within other 
features

Within a distance of 
other features

Contain other features 17
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Data Query
 Spatial extraction
Create subsets
Clipping features
Dissolving features
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Calculating (summary statistics)
 Select
Features

Layer
Field

2. Descriptive summaries
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3. Optimization techniques

 Optimum location (Location-allocation)

 Optimum paths
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4. Transformation

What is spatial analysis?

 Spatial analysis is applied to answer questions about the 
real world including the present situation of specific 
areas and features, the change in situation, the trends, 
the evaluation of capability or possibility using overlay 
technique and/or modeling and prediction.

 Spatial analysis ranges from simple arithmetic and 
logical operation to complicated model analysis.
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Major spatial analysis:
 …Query: Arithmetic and logical operations using 

attribute data.
 Reclassification: Reclassification of attribute data
 Coverage Rebuilding: Rebuilding of the spatial data 

and the topology.
 Overlay: Overlaying of more than two layers.
 Connectivity Analysis: Analysis of connectivity 

between points, lines and polygon in terms of 
distance, area, travel time, optimum paths etc

4. Transformation
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 Buffering
Point
Line
Polygon
Multiple buffering
Output is always polygon
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Buffering Lines

The blue band is a 60m buffer around the road
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5. Measurement :
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Calculate area

Add area field and calculate geometry
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Calculate perimeter

Add perimeter field and calculate script
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Calculate length

Add length field and calculate script
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Calculate XY fields

Add new X and Y fields in the attribute table
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Calculate XY fields

Calculate geometry for X field, repeat for Y
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Thank You
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